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Abstract:
In [1] one of the authors developed the construction guidelines for a magnetic ZPE‐
converter, which he called Electro‐Mechanic Double Resonance principle (EMDR). In [2] he
gave a crucial explanation how to make this principle work with low speed rotation. Now we
present technical design drawings so that every skilled mechanician can build up an
experimental prototype.

Article body:
(1.) Fundamentals
The central idea, according to which the technical drawings have been developed, is the
EMDR‐principle presented in [1] in combination with the use of the magnetic multiple of
order as high as possible, because a high‐order multipole reduces the angular velocity
necessary for the rotor. The idea was suggested already in figure 33 of [1].
The problem of the suggestion is, that the induction coil(s) for the interaction between the
rotating magnet on the one hand and the LC‐oscillation‐circuit on the other hand has to be
mounted rather close to the rotating magnet(s) in order to guide the magnetic fields flux
lines in optimum way, so that the time dependent alteration of the magnetic flux through
this coils will be maximal. The solution to this problem was presented in [2], by mounting the
induction coils directly around the path of motion of the rotating magnet(s) as close as
possible.
A simple bar magnet as presented in [1] has a multipole‐order of n=2 (dipole), and the
numerical example there was computed with very 30.000 rounds per minute. Such a large
angular velocity is not very easy in practical operation. This is the reason, why a high‐order
multipole magnet‐array has been suggested as mentioned above. Fact is, that the order of
the multiple “n” has the consequence to reduce the angular velocity just by the same factor
of “n”. So if we can for instance us a multipole magnet‐array with 40 bar magnets (just to
give a numerical example) instead of the dipole with an order of n=2, the angular velocity
can be reduced by a factor of 40/2=20. For illustration, please look to figure 1, from where
also the importance of the orientation of the bar magnets in the example can be
understood. In the mentioned numerical example, the angular velocity of 30.000 rounds per
minute is decreased down to 30.000 / 20 = 1500 rounds per minute, which is not very
complicated in practical operation. In figure 1, the number of magnets defining the multiple‐
order is drawn with different values, in order to demonstrate that this number can be varied
arbitrarily. By this means, the rotation of the magnet array can be varied rather easily in
order to adjust the magnet to the requirements of the LC‐oscillation‐circuit. We can go so
far, that even the orientation of the magnets can be varied from magnet to magnet, in order
to guide the field flux lines according to the engineering‐requirements. By this means, it is
even possible to produce setups like Halbach‐Arrays or others.

Fig.1:
A rotatiing ring, co
ontaining
many m
magnets to define a
magnettic multipole
e array.

On the basis of theese explanattions, the fuundamental setup is de
efined:
It is help
pful to mou
unt a large number
n
of m
magnets (in
n our examp
ple: bar maggnets, because they
are not expansive in price) in
n or on a rootating ringg, so that the magnetss can be moved
m
or
orientatted arbitrarrily, in orderr to adjust tthe magnettic fields nott only to a hhigh order multiple,
m
but also
o to a stray‐‐field as large as possi ble, so thatt the time derivative
d
oof the magn
netic flux
passing the inductiion coils, is maximal. Foor the orien
ntation of th
he inductionn coils, defining the
interacttion betweeen the mecchanical rottation of th
he magnets and the LCC‐oscillation
n‐circuit,
please h
have a lookk to figure 2,
2 where th e induction
n coils are drawn
d
in bluue colour. It should
be men
ntioned explicitly, thaat the num
mber of these induction coils ccan also be
e varied
arbitrarrily, as it hass been alreaady pointedd out in [2].
This leaads to an additional
a
requiremen
r
nt, also illustrated in figure 2: TThe rotation
n of the
magnett‐array shalll fixed with a central bbearing and
d radius arm
ms (as we foor instance know it
from bicycle rims),, because the
t rims woould strike the induction coils. Thhis means, that the
e a large ind
duction coill is applied, but the
top partt of figure 2 is possible only, as l ong as one
bottom part of figu
ure 2 is possible also, iff one or maany small induction coiils close to the
t path
of the ro
otating maggnets are ap
pplied.
Becausee the functioning‐princciple of the zero‐point‐‐energy converter has hhigher priority than
the app
plication of a central bearing withh rims, we have
h
two ap
pply a speccial type of bearing,
which aallows the rotation of a closed rinng containin
ng several magnets,
m
paassing the in
nduction
coils as shown in th
he bottom of
o figure 2.
In princciple, every bearing wh
hich fulfills these requ
uirements can be usedd, as long ass it does
not distturb the neecessary com
mponents oof the EMD
DR‐converter. On the fo
following paages, we
presentt an examplle for a technical consstruction, which
w
is able
e to fulfill thhese requirrements.
Neverth
heless it sho
ould be me
entioned, thhat the con
nstruction can
c be alte red, as long as the
alteratio
ons do not disturb the requireme nts.
Importaant is, that the friction
n of the beaaring is as lo
ow as possiible. Thereffore we cou
uld think
about a hydrostatic bearing, as
a for instannce using a ring swimm
ming on thee surface off a liquid
(for exaample oil orr water). If the
t rotationn is not too
o fast, the coefficients of friction of
o water
are rath
her low. If the angulaar velocity is increasin
ng, the rottating ring could slide
e on the
surface of the watter (resp. on
n the surfacce of the hydrostatic liquid
l
of th e bearing). For this

purposee, the surfaace of the ring,
r
touchiing the surfface of the liquid, cann be organized in a
special w
way (as we remember, if we rega rd a hydroffoil boat).
Fig
g.2:
The rotating ring contaiining the
ma
agnetic mulltiple array is drawn
in red colour,, the inducttion coils
e drawn in bblue colourr.
are
The very effficient setup with
sm
mall inductioon coils, close to the
rottating maggnets, requires to
avoid leveragge arms alsso drawn
in red colour.
In the fo
ollowing sections, we describe
d
ann example for a constru
uction of a practical prrototype
of such an efficientt EMDR‐con
nverter.

(2.) Thee Magnets
It is veryy easy to find approprriate strong neodymium
m bar‐magn
nets in Inte rnet, which
h are not
very exp
pensive, evven if many of them haave two bee
en bought. An exampl e for such magnets
m
is shown in figure 3,
3 where eaach magnet provides a sticking forrce of more than 40 Ne
ewtons.

Fig.33:
mple
for
neo‐
Exam
dymiium bar‐maagnets,
whicch can be applied
uction of
for tthe constru
an EM
MDR converter.

(3.) How
w to mountt the magne
ets on the rrotational ring
With reegard to thee prototype
e, the magnnets have to
t be fixed in a very s pecial way,, so that
their nu
umber and
d their orie
entation ca n be altere
ed, in orde
er to get eenough deggrees of
freedom
m, to adjustt and to optimize the seetup, according to experimental ffindings and
d results,

during the phase of the an
nalysis of tthe prototyype. This allows,
a
to adjust the system
parameeters while the experimental teest and de
evelopment of the EEMDR‐convverter is
conductted. (Just have
h
the Co
oler‐appara tus in mind
d, where evven the invventor, Han
ns Coler,
need several dayys of workk, to reprooduce his will known
n adjustmeent of the system
parameeters.)
A techn
nical drawing for the
e suggestio n of the magnet
m
carrrier is shoown in figu
ure 4. A
discussion of the details follow
ws subsequ ently to this figure.

FFig.4:
D
Design
of
o
the
ccarriers to
o mount
tthe magn
nets in
ssuch way, that
t
they
ccan be adjusted
aand
orrientated
aaccording
to
aarbitrary
rrequiremen
nts.

For each magnet, one carrier has to be manufactured, consisting of three parts per each
carrier (in our example), together with appropriate screws. In figure 4 we see that the top‐
view, the front‐view and the side‐view of these carriers, as usual in technical drawings. In the
top‐view, the three parts mounted on top of each other, are displayed next to each other, in
order to avoid confusion within the drawing.
There are two parts defining the top of the carrier, which have the purpose to hold the
magnet. They are fixed to each other with screws, so that the magnet cannot glide away.
Each carrier with its magnet is mounted with a stable screw (M12) on a base plate with
rotational symmetry, so that it can be orientated arbitrarily within the channel. This
variability is necessary for the purpose of experimental research now, but later, the position
of the magnets can be fixed, as long as the fixation allows the adjustment procedure of the
ZPE‐converter.
The carriers as described are drawn in figure 5 yellow colour, and they are mounted within
the circular channel, so that the magnets can not only be orientated arbitrarily, but also their
number and their positions can be changed arbitrarily. This screw in the middle of the base
plate has the purpose to fix the carrier together with the magnet at its position within the
channel. This type of construction allows a large variability, in order to adjust and to
optimize the ZPE‐converter not only to experimental findings, but also to practical
requirements within applications. Later, for well‐defined given applications, the setup can be
chosen less variable, according to special load requirements being applied. The EMDR‐
converter is designed to convert the zero‐point‐energy of the quantum‐vacuum into
electrical and mechanical energy at the same time. An alteration of the technical design can
for instance allow, to vary the relation between the electrical and the mechanical power
output.
Important:
The complete setup must be made from non‐(ferro)magnetic material (i.e. diamagnetic or
paramagnetic, with low susceptibility), which furthermore is an electrical isolator. Probably
wood does not have enough mechanical stability, ceramic might be too brittle, but plastic
should be a good choice (duromer). This has the consequence, that all parts described in the
figures 4, 5 and 6 have to be made of non‐(ferro)magnetic and non‐conductive material, not
only the parts being machined and milled, but also the screws and the other parts being
used. Ball‐bearings can be made of ceramic, because it is very easy to buy such ball‐bearings.
Only the active components, such as magnets, induction‐coils, electrical connections (wires)
and the capacitor banks, do not have to follow this restriction of non‐(ferro)magnetic and
non‐conductive materials.

(4.) The rotating ring
The part, which we denominated the rotating ring, is responsible for the rotation of the
magnets, which is necessary for the conversion of the vacuum‐energy. A possible suggestion
for the setup is shown in figure 5. The discussion of the technical details follows subsequent
to this figure.

Fig..5:
Plasstic ring to
t carry
thee magnets and
a keep
theem on their rotation
in order to organize
thee conversion
n of zero
poi nt energy.

In the top part of figure 5, we see the TTop‐view, and in the bottom partt of figure 5 we see
the sidee‐view of th
he rotation ring, carryinng many magnets. The
e magnet‐caarriers, as we
w know
them frrom figure 4,
4 are draw
wn in yellow
w colour. Th
heir position
n and their orientation
n can be
arrangeed in figure 4, and theyy are fixed w
with stable (for instancce M12‐) sccrews as me
entioned
above.
At the o
outside borrder of the rotating ri ng, there iss a stable wall,
w absorbbing the centrifugal
forces aacting on th
he magnet‐ccarriers andd the magne
ets during rotation.
r
Thhis has the purpose,
p
that thee screws aree not stressed too mucch during th
he rotation of
o the rotattion ring.
In the in
nside of thee rotation ring, we provvide a mech
hanism to extract mechhanical energy. This
can be for instancee a Crown gear (or so me other appropriate
a
mechanism
m), which drives
d
an
electricaal generato
or, convertin
ng mechani cal energy of the rotattion into eleectrical ene
ergy. The
mechan
nism for thee extraction
n of mechannical energyy can also be
b mountedd on the ou
utside of
the rottating ring, or somew
where else ‐ just folllowing the
e optimum way of technical
t
requirem
ments.
By the w
way, the eleectrical generator for tthe extractio
on of energ
gy can also bbe used as a starter
engine ffor the initiialization off the rotatioon of the ro
otation ring
g. The pointt is, that the
e EMDR‐
convertter has to be
b started once,
o
and aafter it arriived at its angular
a
vel ocity necesssary for
converssion of zero‐point‐enerrgy, it runs without any supply of classical ennergy. This starting‐
processs can be done with an electrical sstarter, as well
w as by hand
h
(if neccessary with a little
gearboxx and perhaaps a crank handle). W
We shall kee
ep in mind, that the EM
erter has
MDR‐conve
to be sttarted with an angularr velocity noot very far below the angular
a
veloocity of perrmanent
operatio
on.
In practtical operation, we havve to be surre, that the
e starter‐me
echanism dooes not disturb the
processs of convertting zero‐po
oint‐energyy. This mean
ns, that the
e starter‐meechanism must
m
not
interferre with the magnetic
m
AC‐field of thhe EMDR co
onverter.

Addition
nal remark::
The rottating ring has to be manufacturred in such
h a way, that it can bbe dismounted into
several separate parts, for insstance such as for instaance 2 with
h parts with 180° per each
e
or 3
parts w
with 120° peer each. This is necessaary, becausse it provide
es the posssibility to in
nsert the
magnett‐carriers with
w
the maagnets intoo the rail track.
t
And furthermoore it proviides the
indispen
nsable posssibility, to bring
b
the indduction coils around the rotatingg ring and in
nto their
position
n.

(5.) Thee bearing
The very first and most
m important requireement to th
he bearing, on which thhe rotating ring can
rotate, is the minim
mization of the mechannical friction
n!
ble example
e of such a bearingg in figure 6 and sppeak aboutt details
We seee a possib
subsequ
uently to figgure 6.

FFig.6:
PPossible example
ffor a bearing, on
w
which the rotating
rring can rottate.

The low
west possible friction im
maginable ccould be ach
hieved for instance witth a type off bearing
such as electrostattic bearing,, such as aeerodynamicc bearing. (Magnetic
(
bbearing is excluded
e
due to interactionss with the EMDR‐princ
E
ciple.) For we
w do not want
w
to havve input en
nergy for
the systtem, and aeerodynamicc bearing m
might be orgganized by a special prrofile of the
e surface
of the rotating rin
ng. The aerrofoil (wingg) of an airrplane is an
n example for such a type of
ows to suppport the me
echanical position of tthe parts in motion.
bearingg, where thee profile allo
p
(of the EM DE‐convertter), such a type of beearing seem
ms rather
For the very first prototypes
laboriou
us, thus pro
obably such a high‐techh solution sh
hould be realized laterr.
The nexxt possible variant
v
wou
uld be a hyddrostatic bearing, which
h could be ddiscussed seriously.
The rotaating ring co
ould have special
s
profiile, so that it can glide on the surfface of wate
er (or on
the surfface of som
me other liqu
uid) with veery low fricttion losses. In principlee this would
d be very

fine, as soon as the manufacturing of the profile as possible (for instance at the bottom of
the rotating ring). But this type of bearing has to be organized in such way, that the liquid of
the hydrostatic bearing is not lost due to splashing.
Not too difficult is the use of very many very, small glass‐ or ceramic‐ spheres, so that the
rotating ring might glide on thousands of such little spheres. This might be worth trying.
Very easy for the practical manufacturing (although not with the lowest possible friction)
would be a bearing without fluids (such as gases or liquids). This is a bearing, were solid
surfaces are moving relatively to each other. Due to the easiness of manufacturing (with
regard to the very first prototypes), we developed figure 6 with the use of ball‐bearing,
roller‐bearings and toe‐bearings. The rotating ring is mounted on rotating cylinders (rolers),
and the rotation of the rotating cylinders is organized with ball‐bearings or toe‐bearings or
some other appropriate bearings. The number of this bearing should not be too small, so
that the rotation is stabilized properly, but it should not be too many bearings, so that the
friction is not enhanced more than necessary. There are some bearings below the rotating
ring, and additionally some bearings on the side around the rotating ring, because the
rotating ring has to be fixed with regard to two degrees of freedom (of mechanical motion),
and only one degree of freedom (the rotation) is allowed. The roller‐bearings are drawn in
blue colour, their axis in black colour, and the friction of the rolling cylinders is minimized by
the use of additional bearings.
Important: All these bearings are made from non‐ferromagnetic and non‐electrically
conductive materials, in order to avoid magnetic disturbances and eddy‐currents. This is
recommendable for the very first prototypes. As soon as the prototypes are working
properly, we can later try, if some of its parts can be made of metal (as for instance to
provide good fatigue life of the machine).
The Crown gear for a possible starter engine, as well as for a possible electrical generator to
extract electrical energy, is drawn here (as an example) and the inner side of the rotating
ring. If the electrical generator disturbs the operation of the ZPE‐converter, the rotating axis
of the generator can be made long enough, to provide large distance between the ZPE‐
converter and the electrical generator, so that the magnetic fields of both engines will not
disturb each other. As an alternative, also some driving belts or some other mechanisms
could be used to gain the necessary geometrical distance between the ZPE‐converter and
the electrical generator.
If it is helpful for the application, there should be a mechanism, which allows to disconnect
the starter‐motor / electrical generator for energy extraction, from the rotating ring. This
can be organized for instance with a clutch of some other device.
As soon as the EMDR converter comes close enough to the operation angular velocity, it is
expected to be a self‐running engine, not requiring any classical energy input, but being
driven from the energy of the quantum vacuum.

(6.) Capacitor banks
Of course, the construction according to sections 1 to 5 can not work as a ZPE converter by
alone. As we know from [1], the induction coils (see blue colour in figure 2) have to be

connectted with capacitors / capacitor‐ba
c
anks in orde
er to achievve the electtrical compo
onent of
the elecctro‐mechanical double
e resonancee (principle).
For thee adjustmen
nt of the system paraameters, th
he capacitor has to bee variable. For the
practicaal operation
n of the mo
otor in seriies‐production, an electronic circcuit might be
b used,
which p
permanentlyy readjusts the optimuum adjustme
ent of the capacitor.
c
For the very first prototypes
p
of
o an EMDR
R‐converterr, a very sim
mple realizattion of the variable
or, which requires raather large electrical current (as for instaance up to several
capacito
hundred
d Amperes)), not too lo
ow voltage ((some hund
dred volts, in
i some casses even mo
ore than
thousan
nd volts) an
nd very low Ohm's resiistance (som
me 10 milliO
Ohms, max imum few hundred
milliOhm
ms), can bee manufactu
ured with a capacitor bank,
b
such as
a for instannce shown in figure
7: Two metallic raails (red collour in figu re 7, material such ass for instannce copper,, iron or
aluminu
um) are electrically isolated againnst each oth
her with a plastic
p
bar bbetween each other
(green ccolour in figgure 7). Each red mettal bar will have to be electricallyy connected
d to one
and of aan induction coil of the EMDR‐coonverter. We could for instance d rill some ho
oles into
the mettal bars, co
oming from the top (a s drawn in yellow colour), into w
which the electrical
e
connecttions of thee capacitorss can be insserted. Each capacitorr can be fixxed with a screw
s
or
with a metallic sp
pring or with
w
some oother apprropriate devices. In oour example, three
capacito
ors (drawn in purple colour)
c
are connected, and the other
o
conneections are without
capacito
ors. The nu
umber of caapacitors in position iss used to determine thhe capacito
or of the
capacito
or‐bank. In reality we need a cappacitor‐bankk maybe so
omewhere iin the range of 100
or 200 µF (or perh
haps even more),
m
but capacitors with the re
equested vooltage, currrent and
Ohm’s resistance can only be bought (not expe
ensively in price) withh several hundred
nanoFarads or in the
t range of
o one micrrofarad. Consequently the capaciitor‐bank has to be
manufactured of several
s
hundred capaccitors, and this allows us, to adjuust the capacitor in
mall steps, this is with rather highh precision ‐ as it is ne
ecessary forr the adjusttment of
very sm
the systtem, as we know from the publicaation [1].

FFig.7:
PPossible example
ffor a capacitor
c
bbank, which allows
a variable capacitor
c
w
with large capacity,
llarge
electrical
e
ccurrent,
large
vvoltage but very
llow
Ohm's
rresistance.
TThe image is shown
iin top‐view.

(7.) Gen
neral remarrks
The num
mber of ind
duction coilss (see fig.8 in purple colour) is restricted by the distancce of the
magnettic poles, off which the magnetic m
multiple array consists.. The distannces betwee
en these
coils haave to be att least a litttle bit largeer, then the
e distances of the maggnetic poles. In the
case, w
we use bar‐m
magnets, th
his has the consequen
nce, that the inductionn coils shou
uld be at
least a b
bit more disstant from each
e
other,, then the le
ength and a distance oof each bar‐‐magnet.
If this ru
ule would not
n be resp
pected, seveeral differen
nt magneticc poles wouuld pass on
ne coil at
the sam
me momentt, inducing voltages
v
wi th opposite
e direction at the sam e moment into the
same co
oil. The con
nsequence would
w
be reemarkable energy
e
loss, whose reaason is the same as
energy losses in ed
ddy‐currentt brake systtems. But would
w
be is exactly, whhat we do not
n want
to have, and thus avoid
a
this situation.
If we rrespect thiss limit, we can concllude: The more inducction coils are mounted and
connectted to capaacitor bankks, the morre vacuum energy can
n be conve rted per time, this
means tthat the higgher the pow
wer output we can ach
hieve.

FFig.8:
TThe purple
e ellipses
rrepresent the maxi‐
m
mum possib
ble num‐
bber of induction
ccoils.
EEach inducction coil
hhas to be connec‐
tted with a capacitor
c
bbank.
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